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1. SHORT THEORETICAL APPROACH

In solving modern complex problems, mostly those related to applied
sciences, these cannot be done without a computer. And it should provide the
programmer a proper set of numerical methods ready to be used.

Any numerical result demands error analysis. This is because the initial
data  that  come  into  play  are  the  result  of  some  human  observations  or
measurements, such attempts being error prone. As one knows, the numerical
operations done by a computer are inexact if the internal representation of
numbers  is  approximate.  And  that  is  the  point:  by  default,  any  experimental
measurements cannot be done without errors. Doing those experiments again
and again may lead to various results. Therefore, the measured data have
inherent errors that eventually will affect the result. The computers as we
know, has an exact internal representation of the integers and thus the
computations themselves has no errors. But talking about the real numbers,
the internal representation is approximate which will obviously affect the nal
result.

Some amounts' determination in technical problems is done with a
practical reason. Here is where the unavoidable errors of the execution and
manufacturing processes appear. Therefore every component has tolerances,
meaning some error ranges in-between that component is still usable.

In this chapter we deal with the errors of the arithmetical operations that
any  computer  performs.  We'll  dene  the  possible  errors'  types  and  will
explicitly show how errors can be computed throughout error functions.

1.1. ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE ERRORS

Because the measured or calculated value of some amount does not
represents the true value (named also the exact value) of that amount, let us
name it approximate value.

Denition 1.1. We denote by the absolute error the difference between the
true value (exact value) and the approximate value. Mathematically, this

*) Please find the references are at the end of the document.
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denition can be written as:
xxex -= ,     (1.1)

where:

xe , is the error itself,

x , is the true value of the amount,
x , the approximate value of the amount.

We only know the approximate value out of those three values dening the
absolute error. We don't know the true value because, if we knew it, the error
itself  would be void. In order for (1.1) to be solved, the error estimation must
be  known,  meaning  an  upper  limit  of  that  error.  In  such  a  case  we  can
compute the real value based on the approximate value, given an upper limit
of the error.

Because some authors also dene the absolute error as the difference:
xxex -= ,     (1.2)

In order to unify these two denition alternatives the absolute error was
introduced:

xxe x -=      (1.2')

Denition 1.2. We denote by the relative error the ratio between the
absolute error - defined as in (1.2') - and the approximate value of the amount
whose error we are interested in:

|x/|exx =e       (1.3)

If both an inmum m and a supremum M of x were  known,  then  any
element ex

*  of the set dened by { | |,e M mx - } is called limiting absolute error.
Similarly, for the relative error we could have a limiting relative error.

Using the mathematical properties of modulus, we can say that:
  | | | | *

x xx x | x x | | e | e- £ - = £    (1.5)
** +££- xx e|x||x|e|x|

Denition 1.3. We will denote by limiting relative error the ratio:
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=     (1.4)

For  values  close  to 1, the absolute and relative errors are almost equal,
because the absolute error is divided to a value very closet o unity. Conversely,
for  numbers  far  away  of 1 the  two  errors  diverge.  Hence,  for  situations  in
which one cannot determine the error type it would be best to know if it is
either relative or absolute one.

The absolute error for amounts being expressed in terms of ofcial
measurement units (such the International System) will also be expressed with
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respect to those units, but the relative error - being a scalar - will not have any
specic units and therefore will be given in percents.

1.2. THE CLASSIFICATION OF ERRORS

Doing the  error  analysis  for  a  numerical  result,  one  can nd out  that  the
nal error depends on some intermediate error, such as: initial errors,
truncation errors, method's errors and computational (or rounding) errors.

1.2.1. INITIAL ERRORS

This kind of errors are the effect of the starting data, that sometime
encapsulate inaccuracies, as for example measurements, bad observation or
misinterpretation  of  some  output  stream,  inaccuracies  due  to  the  process  of
lling  data  into  the  computational  stream  or  due  to  the  necessity  of
representing some values with a nite number of digits.

The measurement errors appear because of the used tool's precision,
therefore being affected by it: the greater the tool's precision the lesser the
measurement error. The inaccuracies caused by erroneous reading of the data
belong to the mal-observation errors. Such errors have a random disposition
and thus are characterized by the normal or GAUSSIAN distribution function,
modeled by the function in (1.7), and represented in the gure 1.1:
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The computation of the probability for the mal-observation of some
measurement technique to be placed in-between two given values, x1  and
x2 , consists in summing up the repartition function over that interval, as in

(1.8):
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Many numbers cannot have an accurate representation using a nite
number of digits. Some examples: p =3.141592654…, 2 =1.414213562,  e
=2.73… Furthermore, there are numbers that have finite numbers of digits in a
certain numeration base but do not preserve this characteristic once they are
converted to another numeration base. For instance, 0.3|10 or 0.1|10 doesn't
have finite number of bits when converted into binary.
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Figure 1.1 - Gaussian (normal) probability distribution function

Concluding, such values require unlimited number  of  digits.  The
disadvantage is that they are frequently used in numerical computations, and
therefore their errors will reect in the nal results. The transcendental and
irrational numbers are represented by an innity number of digits no matter
the numeration system used. Others, despite the fact that have a nite
representation for some numeration bases, require an innite number of digits
in converting them to other bases.

For example, take 0.1|10.  If  we  wanted  to  convert  it  into  the  binary
numeration system, it would require an innite number of bits:

0.0001100110011...|2

1.2.2. TRUNCATION ERRORS

These errors relate to the numerical procedure that is chosen. For example,
we give the procedure used in computing the value for cos(x). The most used
numerical  procedure  is  the  TAYLOR's series expansion for cos(x) in the
neighborhood of 0:

cos x =1-
x x x2 4 6

2 4 6! ! !
...+ - + ,     (1.9)

In here, the argument x is in radians. An exact calculus for cos(x) is
therefore impossible, the implementation must getting stopped for some term,
since such expansions have an innite number of terms. This way we will have
a value for that function within a desired error.

For  the  general  case  of  some  function f x( ) , which is expanded into a
TAYLOR series around some point x0 , the implementation stop for some rank n

gives an error that can be computed using the LAGRANGE's remainder:
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The procedures used for the numerical computations are nite. Such
procedures break the computation that theoretically would continue to innite
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computation. The inherent errors due to these procedures are called truncation
errors.  For  many  situations  we  cannot  say  for  sure  what  the  values  for  these
errors are, but we can estimate or limit their variations for interpretation
purposes.

1.2.3. METHOD SPECIFIC ERRORS

There are many methods one can choose from in solving a given problem.
Every method has its specic pros and cons. By choosing the most adequate
method, the error can be reduced. If the person involved in this decision is
familiar with the numerical methods eld then the errors could be reduced.
The numerical methods are approximations of the analogues computational
methods; therefore it is absolutely necessary to know these approximations'
precision. In all the subsequent chapters in this book we will deal with various
numerical methods along with their computational errors. Where it is
necessary, some comparisons among the available methods will be done.

2. GENERAL REPRESENTATIONS OF A REAL NUMBER

2.1. THE GENERAL FORM OF A REAL NUMBER.
THE REPRESENTATIVE ENTITIES OF A REAL NUMBER.

A real number can have the following representation:
realNumber = mantissa * baseexponent   (1.4)

The mantissa is also called fraction and is indeed a real number (it has both
an integer unabridged part and a fractional part). The exponent is an integer
number, so it can be either signed or unsigned.  Later  we  will  see  the
representation's conventions related to the exponent.

There is also a real number’s representation of the following form:
realNumber = ± d0.d1d2d3…dp-1 * be   (1.5)

where we have:

- the mantissa, consisting of the di digits (up to p such digits);
- the base is denoted by b;
- the exponent is denoted by e.

The two above representations are fully equivalent. The second one shows
the way the mantissa is made up in more detail, whereas the rst one is more
direct, showing the main entities a real number consists of.
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2.2. GENERAL NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS USED FOR REAL
NUMBERS REPRESENTATION

A digit in the 2-base representation is called bit (binary digit)  and will  be
denoted  from  now  on  as b (in  lowercase).  The  entity  consisting  of  8
consecutive bits is called byte and  will  be  denoted  in  this  text  as B (in
uppercase). Speaking about the memory representation of the two entities
(namely  the  mantissa  and  the  exponent)  each  binary  position  (bit)  will  be
denoted as:

- F, from fraction, for each of the mantissa’s bits;
- E, from exponent, for each of the exponent’s bits;
- S, from sign, for the sign bit.

3. THE MEMORY SPACE REQUIRED BY THE
FUNDAMENTAL REAL TYPE DATA

3.1. THE 'SPACE' IN THE MEMORY

If a type can reside in the memory, then it has a well-stated aim given the
‘programming  language’  context.  Therefore,  it  has  to  have  a  related
representation space (or width).  Speaking  from  the  binary  point  of  view,  this
width consists of bits,  which,  as  stated  before,  can group themselves  in bytes.
The absolute minimum space that can be addressable is the byte.

The bit/byte widths of each of the C’s fundamental types are dened and
clearly stated by the ISO/IEC 9899:1999 (C99  standard)  or ISO/IEC
9899:2011, the latest C standard (also called C11).

So, to whom do we allocate these bits/bytes? The potential entities are,
obviously: the mantissa, the base and the exponent. We must be carefully
though, because not all of them will get such a width.

We  must  know  that  the  internal  representation  system  of  a  computer-
related piece of hardware has a base of 2 (namely the binary numeration
system). The other usual numeration bases are:

- octal (base 8);
- hexa-decimal (base 16).
To the screen (so not in the memory) the common-users’ display will clearly

be made using the decimal numeration system (base of 10). By common-user we
denote usual persons, as opposed to the technical personnel, consisting of
programmers, software designers or special-purpose trained people. In order
to succeed in such displays some conversion steps must be followed. These
steps  bring  the  binary  number  to  its  desired  equivalent  (decimal,  octal  or
hexadecimal), as required by the user.

Conclusively,  there  will  be  no  memory  width  for  the  base.  It  is  2  and
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remains  unchanged  along  the  calculations  we  make  -  suppose  that  the
numeration base could change related to some convenient situations. Then the
unitary principle of our calculation would vanish and, in the same time, would
generate huge confusions.  Not to mention the time required to do such base-
switching and inherently conversions.

There are remarks to be made for the mantissa and the exponent. These
are the entities that obviously require specic number of bits/bytes, in terms of
the typical real data types used.

3.2. THE EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN THE REAL TYPES NAMES USED
IN THE STANDARD AND THOSE USED BY C/C++ LANGUAGES

The IEEE754 oating point standard assesses three types for the real
numbers:

- simple precision;
- double precision;
- extended precision.

The C/C++ language has equivalent representations for each of the above.
These are, respectively:

- oat
- double
- long double

The  memory  width  space  established  by  ANSI  C  standard  (ISO/IEC
9899:1999),  reserved  for  each  constitutive  part  of  a  real  number  -  mantissa
and exponent - is as follows:

- oat Þ 4B = 32b, assigned as follows:
o 23b for the mantissa;
o 8b for the exponent (which has its sign on MSb);
o 1b for the mantissa’s sign, so the sign of the real number.

- double Þ 8B = 64b, assigned as follows:
o 52b for the mantissa;
o 11b the exponent (which has its sign on MSb);
o 1b for the mantissa’s sign, so the sign of the real number.

- long double Þ 10B = 80b (also called ten bytes)
o 64b for the mantissa;
o 15b the exponent (which has its sign on MSb);
o 1b for the mantissa’s sign, so the sign of the real number.

Using  the  symbolic  notations  used  in  the  section  'General notations and
conventions used for real numbers representation' we will now detail the
memory topology of the 32 bits for oat.

Thereby, for this data type - these observations could apply for the other
two types, double and long double - we have the following bits' disposal:
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31 30 23 22 0
S | E EEE EEE E | F FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

We delimited the main groups of bits by a vertical line. We marked the
important bits in the representation by relieving their index above (the power
of the base 2).  Starting from right to left,  that index grows. The rightmost bit
has an index of 0 and is called the Least Signicant Bit (or LSb). The leftmost bit
is called the Most Signicant Bit, or MSb as  we  will  use  throughout  the
following workshops).

The  LSb  has  its  role,  e.g.  in  determining  the  parity  of  the  binary
represented numbers. As such:

- 0, means that the represented value is even;
- 1, means that the represented value is odd.

The MSb is conventionally related to the sign of a number, namely:
- 0, for positive numbers;
- 1, negative numbers.

3.3. RANGE INTERPRETATION FOR EVERY REAL DATA TYPE

At a rst glance, for the oat and double data types the double precision
is indeed met in stricto-senso. But at a second glance one can see that there is
more than double precision. Indeed, if we refer to the mantissa in stricto-
senso, then a double representation requires 52b. We are talking here about
base 2, and we know that any extra bit doubles the representation range (the
maximum coding possibilities). The bits difference between oat and double
regarding the mantissa is:

52b - 23b = 29b

And this difference is huge if we do not forget what we've mentioned
above. Our gain here is in fact of:

229 = 29 * 220 = 256 Mega,

so 256 million supplementary combinations.
We have a satisfactory situation for the exponent, too. We have a

comparative  difference  of  3  extra  bits  (and  not  just  1,  if  we  looked  stricto-
senso). So 8 times increase of the possible combinations.

3.4. FORMAT SPECIFIERS

For every real type, the C language reserves the following letter patterns:
- oat: %f
- double: %lf
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- long double: %Lf

Although these are compatible types our recommendation in practice is to
use the proper format specier: the associated one for the intended real type
you want. If not, since the printing and scanning functions are instructed for
some given type, the outcome/income data could represent another type,
therefore  will  not  be  interpreted  correctly.  This  is  the  cause  for  some
unexpected or, even worse, for undetermined behavior.

Also, a warning about consistency when dealing with floating point
operations: always use a unique floating-point representation all along your
given  implementation.  Do  not  mix  floating  point  types  in  the  same  source
code.

4. LIMITING VALUES IN REAL NUMBERS'
REPRESENTATION

4.1. THE PSEUDO-NUMBERS’ REPRESENTATIONS FOR zero,
innity AND NaN

As  we’ve  already  said  in  section  'Conventions for representation',  in  the
following we are going to use the symbolic notations for each binary digit of
the mantissa and exponent,  in order to show some special  numbers for the R
set: zero, innity and NaN (Not a Number).

Below are the binary representations for these special situations. We note
that, in order to show the concepts involved, we assume that the real type we
are  using  is  the  ‘simple precision oating-point’  (oat in C language).
Eventually,  not the memory space is essential,  but the bits’  way of placement
for each entity real number comprises of.

31 30 23 22 0

31 30 23 22 0

31 30 23 22 0

31 30 23 22 0

0 0 000000 0 0 0000000000000000000000
      0

1 0 000000 0 0 0000000000000000000000

0 11111111 0 0000000000000000000000

1 11111111 0 0000000000000000000000

NaN

ì
ï= í
ïî
ì
ï¥ = í
ïî

31 30 23 22 0

31 30 23 22 0

0 11111111 0 0000000000000000000001
                                  .................

1 11111111 11111111111111111111111

ì
ïï= í
ï
ïî

There rise some observations:
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- alt three representations have dual form (both positive and negative);
- for absolute value, NaN is above +¥  (placed at the right of +¥  on the

abscissas axis), and -NaN is  below -¥  (so  placed at  the  left  of  -¥  on
the abscissas axis);

- when  the  exponent  has  all  digits  of  binary  1,  then,  no  matter  of  the
mantissa’s value there we have a reserved representation. Be it innity
or NaN it  shows  that  the  standard  for  oating  point  reserves  a  whole
range of bit combinations for these representations.

Related to the last observations above, it is worthy of note what value relies
behind the exponent for ¥  and NaN in base 10 (decimal). The values we are
about to discover give the upper and lower values of a real number exponent,
and they  are  essential  if  we  want  to  nd out  the  maximum and minimum of
such real numbers, assuming once again that these values are related to the
binary numeration system and not decimal.

The next section emphasizes this.

4.1.1. THE MEANING OF THE EXPONENT HAVING ALL DIGITS
SET TO BINARY 1

A binary representation using 8b, all having value 1|2 has an equivalent
decimal value depending on the sign bit (MSb):  it  could be either a signed or
an unsigned value.

Without sign (MSb is not reserved), we have all digits available, so 8b. This
leads to the decimal value of 255|10.  The LSb is 1, so indeed we have an odd
number.

Considering the sign (MSb is reserved), the useful number of bits is 7 out
of the initial 8b. The sign is given by MSb. Since it is 1|2 the decimal has to be
negative. For the remaining 7b, as LSb is 1|2 then the nal representation is of
an odd number. So, we have: -127|10.

These values must be remembered when dealing with the normalized
representation’s discussion. The bias will  have  to  be  chosen  so  that  the  least
negative value of the exponent will be brought to 0. More details in chapter 5
‘The normalized form of the real numbers’.

4.2. THE RESERVED RANGE FOR PSEUDO-NUMBERS

So we can see that, when the exponent has all of its bits on 1|2, no matter
what mantissa’s bits are, the compiler treats that representation as an
exception: either innity or NaN.

This fact shows that, for oat,  if  the  exponent  has  all  bits  on  1|2,
considering the 23b of the mantissa, we got 223 possible combinations that we
cannot use at all in our usual, day-to-day, programs. There is a sort of cutting-
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out  of  the  possible  range  that  a  real  number  can  use,  which  refers  to  those
impossible practical situations. Starting from that, the standard does not have
drawbacks.  The  remaining  range  does  not  limit  a  real  number’s  possible
representations.

4.3. PRACTICAL SITUATIONS EXAMPLES INVOLVING THE
SPECIAL REPRESENTATIONS

Zero is a usual number. It can be as any other real number in practical
situations.  It  therefore  can  be  used  without  restrictions  of  any  kind.  Still,  we
have to be aware about the situations in which, for example, zero becomes the
denominator in a ratio. If such situations are not managed accordingly, the
result of our calculations can not be accurately predicted any more.

Innity,  as  we  have  already  said  in  section  4.1. The pseudo-numbers’
representations for zero, innity and NaN, is indeed a real representation that
cannot  be  used  in  common  calculations.  If  we  tried  to  manually  set  one
variable’s  consisting  bits,  so  that  they  correspond  to  the  entities  of  a  real
number,  then,  at  the  moment  we  try  to  use  that  variable  in  a  calculation
context, the compiler would react and signal us the potential error.

NaN is pure theoretical convention for mathematical analysis impossible
situations. It is indeed a pseudo-number. For example, indeterminations such
0/0 or ¥ *0 would be modeled by the IEEE754 standard as a NaN convention.

Let’s try giving rise to such a case on purpose, by either trying to display
the mathematical limit of a well-known ratio:

0

sin( )lim
x

x NaN
x®

æ ö =ç ÷
è ø

or by setting to 0 both the numerator and denominator of a ratio. Details can
be found in section Laboratory problems, exercise 6.

5. THE ‘NORMALIZED FORM’ OF THE REAL NUMBERS

5.1. THE DENOMINATION OF ‘SCIENTIFIC NOTATION’

Real numbers can have two ways of representation:
- normalized form;
- un-normalized form.
The normalized form is the one that brings the major advantages. In such a

notation, both the huge and small numbers don’t lose their value or meaning,
being able to be read with the correct magnitude order. For instance, in order
to discriminate between the two kinds of representation, let us chose the
following number:

0.00000000012|10
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As we can easily see it is a small number. Namely, very close to 0. The rst
not zero digit in mantissa appears not sooner than the 10th place at the right of
the  oating point.  This  means  that,  in  order  for  this  number  to  be  used as  a
not  zero  entity,  the  resolution  must  be  at  least  of 10 decimal  places.  As  a
consequence, the apparatus involved in measuring such a quantity should
have at least that resolution, too.

Since  the  usual  real-life  requirements  (in  terms  of  exact  decimal  places
resolutions) are for at most 6 decimal  places,  usually  this  number  will  be
considered as zero (!). Here is where the normalized form comes into place.
Using such a  representation the  above  number  does  not  lose  its  value,  being
interpreted obviously as a small number, but different from 0. Its equivalent
representation using normalized form is:

1.2 * 10-10

if we assume the decimal representation system. Eventually the number won't
be 0 any more (if we accept a usual precision of 3 to 6 decimal places), but it
allows extra 5 decimal positions (for a 6 decimal places representation of
numbers).

5.2. THE BENEFITS OF THE NORMALIZED FORM

The  main  advantage  of  the  normalized  representation  is  the  one  that
allows  us  a  comparison  between  very  large  or  very  low  numbers.  And  those
comparisons are done without losing the non-zero meaningful digits inside the
representations. For very low numbers such meaningful digits appear at the
right of the oating point after considerable number of 0 digits (as in
0.00000000001). Conversely, for very large numbers, the rst non-zero digit
appears at the right of the oating-point being succeeded by a considerable
amount of non-zero digits (like in 1000000000.12).

The mathematical equivalence for the normalized form is called scientic
notation.

We can consider  two signicant  examples  of  numbers  that  could  confuse
us if not using the scientic notation. The rst example is a very small number,
the unit charge (it is well-known from physics but not merely):

q = 1.60217646 x 10-19|10 coulombs. It is also denoted by e.
The second is a very large number, the Avogadro's number (this number is

very useful in chemistry):
NA = 6.0221415×1023|10

As we can note, these representations are meaningful and has an
immediate interpretation from our part when using the scientic notation.
What if we didn't use the scientic notation? Well it would be cumbersome to
use them. Not speaking about their relevance which would be void.
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Conclusively, for an un-normalized representation, the unit charge could
be interpreted as 0 (assuming the C's standard precision of 6 exact decimals)
or as an upper limit value in a given range for AVOGADRO's number (since it is
very large it could reach the upper allowable value for a given range).

5.3. RULES RELATED TO THE NORMALIZED FORM

In order to properly use the normalized form we must obey the following
rules, which apply both to the mantissa and the exponent. These rules are
independent of the numeration base we choose.

These rules must be applied in that order, because changing the mantissa
will reect into the exponent and not vice-versa.

So, the rules are:
1) The mantissa's rule - demands that the mantissa belongs to the interval:

[1, numerationBase);
2) The exponent's rule - demands that the exponent has a representation

that will be saved in the memory without sign. In order to manage that,
a  usual  exponent  value  will  have  to  be  converted  into  a  no-sign
representation using a so called bias.

The bias is a special number specic to every possible real representation
(simple, double and extended precision). It is chosen in such a way that it can
bring to 0 the lowest possible value of the exponent for a given numeration
base.

The value for the bias can be computed using the following relation:
bias = 2nrBitsOfTheExponent-1 -1   (1.6)

Thus we have the following values, for every possible real data type:
- simple precision (oat): bias = 28-1 -1 = 127
- double precision (double): bias = 211-1 -1 = 1023
- extended precision (long double): bias = 215-1 -1 = 16383
For example, the number 10 in  decimal  becomes  the  following  in

normalized representation:
+1.0 * 101

Observations:
1) There are two distinct representations that IEEE 754 assumes, that

are also available in C:
a. the internal representation of  a  real  number,  which  is  the

representation stored into memory;
b. the external representation of a real number, meaning that

representation that every user/programmer can see, which is
the display printed one.

These two representations are equivalent but we can reach them in
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different ways.
2) The bias, as an effective numerical value, is in fact an odd number.

We will give computational examples in the following two sections. These
examples are very useful in understanding the inner mechanisms the oating-
point representations rely on:

- the  conversion  of  a  real  number  from  decimal  (base  10)  to  binary
representation (base 2);

- the conversion of a real number from base 2 to base 10;

5.3.1. BINARY REPRESENTATION OF THE REAL NUMBERS

We will start with the following decimal representation: -300.65|10
Note that here we have both whole and decimal part for the mantissa. Any

of them could have missed. In what follows we will have to successively convert
the components of the mantissa into the binary representation.

Let's start with the conversion for the whole part. As you may remember,
the  conversion  of  a  number  from  decimal  to  binary  is  achieved  by successive
divisions by two. At every step we retain the remainder and the actual quotient
becomes the new dividend. Finally, the remainders are noted in reverse order,
so that the rst remainder we got is the LSb for the binary representation we
are  looking  for.  If  the  number  of  remainders  isn't  divisible  by  2,  one  we  will
have to pad as many 0s as he needs in order to reach the closest even number
of digits that is also a power of two. (e.g. 4, 8, 16 digits and so on).

So, for 300|10 we get:
300        2
rest 0     150 2
       rest 0    75 2
            rest 1   37 2
               rest 1    18 2
                   rest 0     9 2
                      rest 1     4 2
                         rest 0   2 2
                            rest 0     1

As we said before,  the rst obtained remainder becomes LSb, so it  will  be
placed at the rightmost end of the representation. The last remainder we get
becomes the leftmost digit in the binary representation. So, we have:

1 0010 1100|2

We easily see that it requires 9 binary  digits  (bits).  As  we mentioned two
paragraphs above, usually the conversion ends by appending, at the left side of
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the rst bit*) as many 0s as needed, till we have enough positions that form a
number  of  bits  equals  to  a  power  of 2.  For  this  particular  case,  the  next
number greater than 9 which is also a power of 2 is 16. Therefore we should
append 7 more 0 bits, as follows:

0000 0001 0010 1100|2

We denoted by bold-italic the appended bits.
This is the complete conversion technique of a decimal number (base 10)

into a binary equivalent number (base 2).
In our case, though, we  will  not  append  any  0  bits, because, by doing

that, we will add extra bits, which were not generated by our divisions (these
bits would not be effective, but added). Since we have a nite bits for a
mantissa (for the assumed oat type  there  are  23  bits  -  see  section  3.2)  any
append position will corrupt the representation. So, the nal binary
representation for the mantissa’s whole part will be:

1 0010 1100|2
So far  we counted 9b  out  of  the  23b required  by  the  mantissa  (assuming

the oat type).
Next step consists of the fractional part’s conversion. We remind the

procedure: the fractional number is multiplied by 2. There results some new
fractional number. After every multiplication we are moving on with the whole
of the new obtained fractional number, by multiplying it with 2. And so on.

We successively have:
0.65 x 2 = 1.3 , write down 1, continue with 0.3
0.3  x 2 = 0.6 , write down 0, continue with 0.6
0.6  x 2 = 1.2 , write down 1, continue with 0.2
0.2  x 2 = 0.4 , write down 0, continue with 0.4
0.4  x 2 = 0.8 , write down 0, continue with 0.8
0.8  x 2 = 1.6 , write down 1, continue with 0.6

and so on…
We  are  going  to  multiply  till  either  we  get  some  fractional  part  equal  to

zero,  or  the  number  of  binary  digits  that  we  are  writing  down  is  enough  for
that working context.

For the above example, we notice that we will never get some fractional
part equal to 0. Therefore, we will continue the multiplications till we have the
desired number of bits (the retained digit’s value is either 0 or 1,  so they can
be interpreted as bits).  As  the  whole  part  of  the  mantissa  required  9b  (see
above)  here  we  will  have  to  get  exactly  14b  in  order  to  reach  the  23  bits
required by a oating point’s mantissa.

Now,  having  the  two  representations  together  (with  a  sum  of  32b)  still
separated by the oating point, we get:

100101100.10100110011001|2

*) We  consider  the  first  bit  as  the  one  placed  at  the  leftmost  end  of  the
representation.
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As we have already showed in section 5.3, the mantissa has to belong to the
interval [1, 2). This can be achieved if the whole part of the mantissa is 1. In
order to reach that, we must shift the oating point to the left, up to the MSb’s
right digit. The new representation becomes:

1.0010110010100110011001|2

We shifted the oating point 8b to the left. That is, we will have to multiply
the number by 28, so that nothing changes. Consequently the exponent equals
8 in this situation. We have:

1.0010110010100110011001 * 28|2

Because we found out the exponent’s value, but not forgetting that we are
in memory, we will have to bias (polarisation) the exponent. For the oat real
type the bias is 127 (see section 3.2). Having these remarks in our mind we can
now  determine  the  value  that  the  exponent  is  going  to  have  in  the  system’s
memory:

8 + 127 = 135|10

Let  us  focus  for  now  on  the  binary  representation  of 135|10. Eventually,
this  is  the  value  that  will  be  the  stored  in  memory.  We  are  going  to  use  the
previous described conversion algorithm:

1000 0111|2 = 87|16 = (8*161 + 7*160)|10 =(128 + 7)|10 = 135|10

We explicitly emphasized the numeration base, just to ease the
interpretation. The exponent here is odd and we can verify that by inspecting
the LSb in the exponent's binary representation. Here it is 1, concluding that
we indeed have an odd number.

The decimal number was -300.65|10,  so  a  negative  number.  For  that  we
will have an MSb for the binary representation as 1|2.

Now  we  have  all  the  pieces  necessary  to  be  able  to  give  the  nal  binary
representation we were looking for. And this is:

31 30 23 22 0
1 1 0000111 1 0010110010100110011001

As for the theoretical presentation we've explicitly marked the indexes for
the most important binary positions inside the representation above.

Observations:
1) Here we talked about the binary representation of  numbers.

Therefore,  the  rule  for  the  mantissa  in  a  normalized  forces  it  to
belong to the interval [1, 2).  This  could  be  possible  if  and only  if
the whole part is 1|2. If the whole part is not 1, then even if we had
all  the  bits  of  the  fractional  part  on  1,  we  still  would  not  get  a
decimal  number  over  1.  That  is  because  at  the  right  part  of  the
oating  point  there  are  only  negative  powers  of  2.  A  sum  of  only
‘less than one’ numbers rises up there, therefore giving a ‘less than
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one’ nal value.
2) Because we deal here with the normalized form - the mantissa will

obviously be inside [1, 2).  That  is  why  we  can  skip  and  not  save
the 22nd bit,  meaning  the  mantissa's  MSb,  into  memory.  This  is
called the hidden bit and we can assume its default presence.
Without it, the mantissa couldn't belong to the previously denoted
interval  (range).  So  we  can  gain  an  extra  bit  in  the  binary
representation, which is indeed important, e.g. for numbers that
would require an innity number of digits for an exact
representation.  Of  course  such  a  case  is  idealistic  and  that  is  the
reason for which such an extra bit of representation reects in those
numbers' precision.

3) As a corollary of the observation above, there exist numbers that has
an exact representation for a given numeration base but an
inaccurate (or indeterminate) representation for other bases.
Therefore, any extra bit could make a difference (and this is the case
of the hidden bit).

5.3.2. THE ‘NORMALIZED FORM’ REPRESENTATION OF A
FRACTIONAL REAL NUMBER, USING BASE 2

In order to convert from binary to decimal numeration system, let’s
assume the following internal*) representation of a real number:

1 10000111 00101100000000000000000|2

Suppose we enforce a normalized form. This would mean that the hidden
bit is already assumed as present. Consequently, the mantissa’s bits stored in
the memory space are, in fact, the fractional part of the mantissa:

00101100000000000000000|2

which, in order to get the number’s full representation, is about to be prexed
with the hidden bit (that we could see as the whole part of the mantissa).  We
get:

1.00101100000000000000000|2

5.4. C LANGUAGE EQUIVALENCE OF THE NORMALIZED
REPRESENTATION

As  we  proposed,  we  will  make  a  parallel  presentation  between  the  IEEE
standard and the  C language.  We said  that  the  language meets  the  standard.
Thereby,  for  the  moment,  we  will  explain  how  we  can  display  a  normalized

*) That is, what we find if we are investigating the memory.
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representation (also called) of a real number. In C, the console dedicated
functions  also  allow  such  interpretations.  We  will  denote  this  kind  of
representation by the scientic notation.

C offers us dedicated format-speciers as %e or %E. The difference between
them is  formal  and not  fundamental.  For  the  rst  specier  we will  see  in  the
display a lowercase e and for the second an uppercase E.

For example:
1) Consider the real number 1234.567|10, represented in decimal. We

can use the scientic notation in C this way:
oat varR = 1234.567;
printf("\n In scientic notation: %e", varR);
The displayed number is: 1.234567e+3

2) For the following number 123456.789 we can display its scientic
notation equivalence by using %E:
oat varR = 123456.789;
printf("\n The scientic notation: %E", varR);
The displayed number is: 1.23456789E+5

These results are all essentially the same, only the letter that the user sees
(either e or E) is different. So either e or E is only a visual distinction and
nothing more than that (never think to some low-level techniques).

6. SIGNIFICANT DIGITS

6.1. DEFINITION

The signicant  digit  is  that  digit  that  cannot  be  ignored,  or  intentionally
dropped  out,  in  a  real  number’s  representation.  A  more  delicate  issue  is
related to the digits at the end - the rightmost place - of a representation,
especially if one or more 0 digits are placed at that end.

6.2. THE SIGNIFICANT ZERO DIGITS IN NORMALIZED AND UN-
NORMALIZED FORM

If the number is un-normalized, meaning d0=0,  then one can say  that  we
can give up d0's  position.  And  that  is  because  we  have  an  alternating
representation in which the d0 digit  is  missing  -  and  this  is  the normalized-
form. For further information see section 'The normalized-form of the oating
point numbers'.

Usually we can ignore a digit in some representation only if it is placed to
the leftmost or rightmost of a number. And we have to take into account the
rules implied in such decision.
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6.2.1. THE STARTING DIGIT

Thus, for the un-normalized representation, the mantissa starts for sure
with  a 0,  placed  at  the  left  of  the  oating  point.  As  we  mentioned  in  the
previous paragraph, for such a case that digit can be ignored because there
exists a perfectly equivalent representation that doesn't include that digit. The
information  offered  by  that  0  digit  relates  to  the  way  we  have  to  move  the
oating point,  therefore  reecting  in  the  exponent's  value.  This  is  in  fact  the
'game'  we have  to  play  every  time:  the  oating-point's  translation (to  the  left
or  right)  obviously  affects  the  value  (magnitude)  of  the  real  number  and
therefore inuences the exponent.

6.2.2. THE ENDING DIGIT

A zero (0) placed on the rightmost digit in a certain number representation
usually can be ignored (cut-off),  since it  has no neighbor at its right.  But that
cut-off has indeed some effects.

Two are the consequences of such a cut:
- Loose one order of magnitude out of the number's representation;
- Not taking into  account  some previous  operations,  which  could  affect

the  given  representation.  No  one  knows  if  those  operations,  on  their
turns, involved or not either truncations or rounding-offs. Therefore, if
we  choose  to  cut  this  last  digit  we  will  mutually  ignore  those
operations. Eventually, those supposed operations could repeat
themselves, but this time taking into account a lower number of digits.
And that is because by cutting an ending digit we have to keep in mind
the rules for truncation/rounding-offs, that usually stay together - see
the section Usual rounding-offs below.

Therefore, in all practical situations like that expose before, we should not
cut-off (ignore) the rightmost digit.

Equally  we  have  to  remember  that  the  truncation  operation  has  an
important role in representing data. We will see this in more detail in the
following section.

7. USUAL ROUNDING-OFFS

In rounding operations, in order to meet the desired precision, we have to
drop-off either the leftmost digit or a group of digits placed at the left-end of
some number. There is a quantity based on which we will be able to compute
the rounding-off errors. This entity relates to the computer's maximum
admitted precision. It will be denoted by the letter t. It will be extensively used
when we will talk about the procedural graphs.

First of all, we have to choose the desired precision. Suppose we will want t
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exact decimals. Then we have to drop-off all the decimals beginning also with
the (t+1)th position. This operation is called truncation. For some situations the
truncated part is essential in the rounding-off technique. After the truncation,
there comes the last part, the comparison operation. In here,  one will  have to
compare the remaining tth digit  with  5.  This  is  in  fact  the  denition  of  the
symmetrical rounding-off.

The possible situations will be discussed based on several examples.

So, let's consider the following numbers, all initially having 4 decimals.
0.1437|10 = 0.144, e = |3e-4|+
0.1434|10 = 0.143, e = |3e-4|-
0.1485|10 = 0.148, e = |5e-4|-
0.1495|10 = 0.150, e = |5e-4|-

We desire a precision of only 3 exact decimals. We will begin by the
aforementioned truncation operation. For the rst two situations the truncated
part can have any value. The rule stays the same. And if  we respect the rules
below  we  have  nothing  to  worry  about.  Just  be  sure  the  comparison  is  done
using  the  proper  digit.  But  for  the  last  two  cases,  the  value  of  the  truncated
part plays an essential role for the rounding-off operation.

For the rst case, we will compare the fourth digit, here 7, with 5. Since it
is greater than 5, the decision for rounding-off is to add a small quantity, 3e-4
(meaning 3 multiplied with 10-4) so  that  the  last  digit  becomes 0 and
nally can be ignored. Using addition's carrying property, we will add unity to
the 3rd leftmost digit and therefore have a 4. So the rounded number is 0.144
and has now 3 exact decimals.

For the second situation, the digit we have to compare with 5 is 4. Since it
is  lower  than 5 the  decision  here  is  to  subtract  a  small  quantity,  so  that,  as
before, the 4th digit - the one we used for comparison - becomes 0. That small
quantity is 3xe-4. Using the subtraction's borrowing property, the rounded
number is 0.143. It has 3 exact decimals.

The last two cases must be interpreted together. First of all, we can observe
that the rightmost decimal value is 5 for both of them. If the truncated part is
non-zero,  then we apply  the  rule  for  the  rst  situation (the  compared digit  is
above 5). But, if the truncated part equals 0, then we have to apply a rounding
convention. And this convention states that, if the left neighbor digit of the
rightmost  one  is  odd,  we  apply  the  rule  for  the  rst  case,  adding  a  small
quantity. If the left neighbor is even we will subtract a small quantity, so apply
the  second rule.  That  way,  counting 0  as  even,  we conclude that  we have  an
equal number of even digits in decimal representation as odd. So, at an
average  situation,  in  fact  this  convention  minimizes  the  ground  truncation
error. This convention is also known as the odd-digit convention. It has a
deterministic discovery, being devised inside research laboratories based on
error observations along numerous computations.

These  last  two  situations  are  the  limiting  situations  for  the
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rounding/truncation problem. And this is where the quantity 5x10-t comes
from.

Indeed, for these two last situations, the quantity we either add or subtract
is 5x10-4. This is the maximum quantity we can add/subtract, so it is a limiting
absolute error (in  sense  of  maximum)  which  eventually  gives  us  a maximum
relative error. This value will be used in the next section, Procedural graphs.

Generally speaking, t is the number of digits of our number representation
has after truncation and before starting the comparison operation. It is one
unit  greater  than  the  desired  number  of  exact  digits.  In  our  cases  above  we
imposed 3 exact digits as a result of the rounding-off operations, therefore t=4.
Keep  in  mind  this  rule  when  deal  both  with  rounding-off  operations  and  the
procedural graphs.

Conclusions:
1. Mandatory: any rounding-off operation involves a truncation. That is

the main reason for which we have computational errors.
2. The rounding-off  operation shows us that the maximum error that we

can have is modeled by the entity 5*10-t. This value is important in
the following section, "Procedural graphs'.

3. The  C language isn't  compatible  with  the  'odd-digit  convention'.  In  C
all rounding-off for those limiting situations are done by addition of a
small  quantity to the decimal part of some number. It  is  somehow an
expected conclusion since it is a general-purpose programming
language and not a scientic one.

8. PROCEDURAL GRAPHS

These are either unary or binary graphs,  so  in  a  node  we  could  have  at
most two inputs. As for the output there is one and only one output.

Each fundamental operation (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division
and square-root) has its own weights, on each arch of an operational node.

The weights for the addition operation are given by the ratio between one
of the inputs (for every arch) and the sum of those inputs. The diagram in Fig.
1.2 presents the addition’s full procedural graph. In there, the values for the
relative errors xe  and for the rounding error of the entire addition

operation, re , are all known.
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Fig. 1.2 - The procedural graph for the addition operation.

The error we will have at the graph’s output is given by:

=y+xe ryx yx
y

yx
x eee +

+
+

+
(1.7)

The relative error propagated through any operation is computed as a sum
of products.  The  products  we  are  talking  about  are  computed  between  the
relative  errors  of  the  amounts  involved  in  the  operation  we  are  dealing  with
and the  appropriate  weights.  After  knowing these  products,  we will  also  take
into account as additive value the appropriate rounding-off error of the
addition operation.  This  kind of  computation must  be  done all  the  way from
left  to  right,  so  from  the  graph's  inputs  towards  its  output.  Doing  this  way
leads us to the relative error of the entire graph. These graphs can be simple or
more complex, depending on the expression they implement. Every important
vertex in a graph consists in an arithmetic operation, be it unary or binary.

After  we  compute  the  error  up  to  a  certain  node  -  using  the  above
explained technique - that node becomes itself an input term for the next
operation.  That  node's  error  will  be  used  in  the  next  operation's  weights
computation.

The weight for the minuend for a subtraction operation is computed as a
fraction. For the two entities, the minuend and the subtracter we have two
fractions, as follows. Related to the minuend the fraction has the minuend as
numerator and the difference between the minuend and the subtracter as
denominator. Related to the subtracter, its corresponding fraction has the
subtracter as the numerator and the negative value of the difference between
the minuend and the subtracter. The graph's output error is given by formula
(1.8). The graph is depicted in the gure 1.3 below.

=y-xe ryx yx
y

yx
x eee +

-
-

-     (1.8)
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Fig. 1.3 - The procedural graph for the subtraction operation.

The weights for the multiplication operation are always constant. Their
value is 1 for both the multiplicand and the multiplier. The procedural graph
proper for this operation is presented in the gure 1.4. Its output error is given
by the following expression:

ryxxy eeee ++=      (1.9)

Fig. 1.4 - The procedural graph for the multiplication operation.

The graph's weight for the division operation is always constant, having a
value of 1 for the dividend and -1 for the divisor. In the picture 1.5 the division
graph is depicted. The error at the graph's output is:

ryxyx eeee +-=/      (1.10)

Fig. 1.5 - The procedural graph for the division operation.
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The  square  root  operation  has  only  one  weight  (since  it  is  a  unary

operation) equals to ½. We depict the procedural graph for it in picture 1.6.

Fig. 1.6 - The procedural graph for the square-root operation.

The error at the graph's output is given by:

rxx )2/1( eee +=     (1.11)
To  ease  the  computational  process  for  the  weights  we  must  take  into

account the way presented earlier for every arithmetic operation. Knowing the
relative errors for the quantities that constitute the input for the basic
arithmetic operations we can determine the error's value for any given
expressions based on the help of the procedural graphs.

9. QUESTIONS

1. Why the procedural graphs are useful? And for what situations?
2. How can the procedural graphs be used for modeling an arithmetic

operation (e.g. the addition)? How about an expression?
3. Why don't we have to know the order of the operands when deal with

the procedural graphs?
4. Compute the general weights for the subtraction operation (assuming a

binary expression like a-b).
5. Which  is  the  number  of  reserved  bits  for  the  exponent  if  a  simple

precision value has to be used?
6. Which are the conditions imposed for a normalized representation?
7. Please  explain  the  meaning  of  the bias for the normalized

representation of oating-point numbers.
8. Round-off the following numbers:

a. 0.30510
b. 0.36500

For every case assume both two and three exact decimals.
9. Devise the normalized representation for the numbers below:

a. 809.31
b. 0.05925 x 102

c. 72.090 x 10-2

d. 0.6115 x 10100

10. Where does it come from and what is the meaning of 5·10-t? How
about t?
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10. EXERCISES

1. Find out the upper limit for the relative error of the following
expression:

E( x ) = ( ) / ( )ax bx c dx f2 + + +

for the point x0 ,  knowing  that a b c d f x, , , , , 0  are  positive  values  and

have the relative errors ea, eb, ec, ed, ef  and ex0
, respectively. All the

relative errors of this function's constitutive elements are known.

For computing the desired upper limit we will build the procedural graph
of the expression E.  Figure  1.8  presents  this  graph.  Taking  into  account  the
individual arithmetical operations graphs, one can start the computations with
the sub-graph of the numerator and then continuing with the denominator
one. The nal graph for eE  will put together these two sub-graphs.

The needed marks are computed according to the expressions (1.7), (1.8),
(1.9), (1.10) and (1.11). For every arithmetic operation the rounding error will
be denoted by eri

, i=1,2,…,8.

The intermediate errors (those for every arithmetic operation's node in the
graph) will be multiplied with the corresponding graph's mark. Then we will
sum up every node's output, no matter what operation is done in that node.
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If we consider the errors for a b c d f x, , , , , 0  as rounding-off errors, then all

the errors in E can be upper limited by 5x10-t, where t is the computer's
maximum admitted number of digits for a b c d f x, , , , , 0 . Therefore, the limiting

relative error becomes:
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Assuming that x 0 Î[0,1] then the expression for the relative error can be

simplied by using a new upper bound, namely replacing x 0  with:
- 1 for the numerator
- 0 for the denominator.
The upper limit for the relative error will be:

eE
t a b

c
d
f

£ ×
+

+ +
æ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷-5 10 5 3 2 5

We  can  see  that  the  relative  error's  limit  for E(x) depends on a b c d f, , , ,
and on t, the computer's valid (or accepted) mantissa. As we said, all the input
errors are considered as rounding-off errors. When the coefcients are
negative, an absolute value must be used.

2. Let choose the following expressions: u a a a= + + +3 23 3 1  and
v a= +( )1 3  where a  is a positive number, symmetrically rounded-off.
Assume that 1 and 3 has no errors (integer constants). Show that:

Fig.1.7 - The procedural graph for E(x)'s the relative error.
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- for  a  very  large  value  of a the  upper  limits  for  the  relative  error  of u
and v  are approximately equal

- for  very  low  values  of a , the upper limit for the relative error of u
becomes approximately ve times lesser than for v .
The maximum admitted number of digits is t.
Finally, compute the upper limits for the relative error in for u and v if
a has no errors at all (it has an exact representation).

The design of the procedural graphs for the two expressions and the upper
limiting error for those expressions are left as an exercise for the reader.

R:
40 10 ; 40 10

0 5 10 ; 25 10

t t
u v

t t
u v

a

a

e e

e e

® ¥Þ £ × £ ×

® Þ £ × £ ×

3. Determine  an  upper  limit  for  the  amplication  of  the  stage  in  gure
1.9, depending on the tolerances of the passive components involved.

Assume  that  the  resistors  have  a
tolerance  of  5%  and  the  capacitor's
tolerance is 10%.

The voltage amplication factor for
this stage is given by:

A
R R

R hu
s c

e b
= -

+
||

11
, where h

I mAb
E

11
30

=
[ ]

Rs = load's resistance.

For that circuit we can assume
that Rs = ¥  and Re = 0 , values that

lead us to the following expression
for Au:

A R hu c b= - / 11 .

The procedural graph for Au is built in gure 1.10 and it is identical to the
one specic to the division basic operator. The values of the graph's marks for
the input values are 1 for dividend and -1 for the divider. The computed error
for the gain doesn't include the errors due to disregarding the load and
emitter's  resistances.  We  will  compute  the  upper  limit  for  the  stage's  gain
related to the tolerances of the passive components.

Assuming  a  very  low  value  for  the  rounding-off  error  compared  to  the
tolerances of the passive components, we have:

Fig.1.9. - Amplifying stage using one
transistor
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e e e e eA R h R h

t
c c

r r= - + £ + + =

+ + »-
11 11

0 05 0 05 0 510 01, , , . ,

Hence, the voltage amplication
factor can have a limiting relative
error of 10%.

Likewise one can compute the
maximum errors for various
parameters in electronic circuits,
with respect to the errors the
constituents have.

4. Let us choose three exact
positive numbers a b,  and x . For the following expressions:

u ax bx2= +
and:

v x a bx= +( )
- Indicate the procedural graphs and compute the upper margins for

the rounding-off relative errors.

- Draw the procedural graphs;

- Compute the upper limits for the relative errors for these
expressions.

- Compare the two upper limits found.

- Compute the upper limits for the relative errors if a, b and x has
only rounding-off errors.

R: ( ) ( )eu
t bx a bx a£ + +-510 3 2. / , ( ) ( )ev

t bx a bx a£ + +-510 3 2. /

eu
t 3bx 2a)/(bx a£ + +- +10 1( ) , ev

t ( bx a)/(bx a)£ + +- +10 3 21

5. Given a series circuit R,L,C powered up from a source u.  Knowing the
variations  for  the  source's  frequency  ( e f ),  and  for  the R,L,C

components ( e e eR L c, , ), draw the procedural graph of the circuit's
apparent resistance (impedance). Then nd an upper relative limit for
that impedance's relative error. if the maximum admitted number of
digits is t and all the errors in here are less than the rounding-off
errors.

6. Let x  and y  be two positive numbers having a symmetrical rounding.
Draw the procedural graphs for u x x x x y= + + + ×( )  and v xy= 4 . Show

that the u's upper limit for the relative error is greater than v's if the
computational conditions are taken from the previous proposed
problem.

Fig.1.10 - The procedural graph for the
voltage amplication factor.
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